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Abstract
The proliferation of ubiquitous computing introduces several
challenges to user privacy. Data from multiple sensors and
users is aggregated at various scales to produce new, fine-
grained inferences about people. Users of these systems are
asked to consent to sharing their data without full knowledge
of what data are recorded, how the data are and might be
used, who has access to the data, and most importantly risks
associated with sharing. Recent work has shown that provok-
ing privacy speculation among system users, by visualizing
these various aspects, improves user knowledge and enables
them to make informed decisions about their data. This paper
presents a conceptual model of how researchers can make
inferences that provoke privacy speculation among system
users and a case study applying the model.

1 Introduction
Ubiquitous computing relies on sensors and data aggrega-

tion to provide services to end users such as tracking one’s
healthy activities/status and driving behaviour. Despite its
success, ubiquitous computing presents privacy risks [13].
People wear and carry with them sensor-based devices capa-
ble of collecting detailed information about where and when
they spend their time. Widespread data collection and use of
machine learning technologies makes it possible to infer new
data about people that is based on or derived from other data
that were collected. Raw or derived data can be privacy inva-
sive or even be used in Internet-enabled discrimination [9].

However, evidence has shown that most people consent
to sharing such data with limited or no understanding of the
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range of data that is collected or can be inferred, and po-
tential privacy implications thereof [4, 7, 19]. In most cases,
this is because it is hard for them to anticipate patterns that
aggregation and machine learning can detect, and because
platforms and systems are not required to tell people what
inferences they make. Inferences are seen as “secondary or
second-order data” [1], even by HIPAA (health privacy law in
the U.S.) which permits free sharing of this deidentified data
for research or commercial purposes1.

Research has long sought to find ways to make users more
aware of privacy risks [5,12] or to nudge users to read privacy
policies before giving consent [6,17], all with limited success.
Recent advances have revealed that users rely on mental the-
ories regarding the types of data collected to make privacy
decisions [14]. These theories allow users to put their privacy
concerns into perspective and use them to identify privacy
risks.

Emerging work shows that designing tools that can pro-
voke speculation about data that systems collect and infer
can help to improve the knowledge of users, their mental
theories, their privacy decisions, and privacy-protective be-
haviours [4, 14, 16, 19]. Privacy speculation involves curiosity
which prompts users to make explicit guesses and form lay
theories about system behavior related to personal data col-
lection and inferences that produce derived data. It allows
users to explicitly question system behavior and search for
information to guide their understanding and decisions.

The domain of provocative design focuses on using de-
sign as a mechanism for promoting questioning and reflec-
tion about existing beliefs and values, which can help people
make more informed decisions about what products and ser-
vices they should or should not use [10]. In this paper (first
published at CHI 20202), we adapt the provocative design
approach to propose a conceptual model for how to provoke
privacy speculation among users of ubiquitous computing
systems. We demonstrate it’s applicability in a case study. We

1https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/
2682916

2https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3334480.3382815
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postulate that developing a lightweight tool to give people
clues about a range of possible inferences can provoke specu-
lation about the kinds of information systems can collect and
infer, and equip people to make informed privacy decisions.

2 Related Work
Previous research has focused on understanding how and

what users think about their data, and how to help users be-
come more aware of the kinds of inferences that systems can
derive. These works provide evidence of the kinds of reac-
tions people have when presented with various aspects of
inferences made about them. They also present evidence of
privacy speculation provoked by visualization of inferences
and its potential to improve users’ knowledge and decision
making.

Zoonen [18] emphasized that ubiquitous computing sys-
tems often combine and link data from different sources to
produce new inferences in service of the platform creators’
goals. They argue that personal data (or personally identifi-
able data, e.g. individual location data) and impersonal data
(data that cannot be linked to an individual person and are
used for surveillance and control purposes, e.g. traffic data)
can be used independently or combined for service provision
or for surveillance. She described four areas of privacy-related
concerns about data collection and inferences ranging from
hardly any (impersonal data, surveillance) to a lot (personal
data, surveillance purpose).

However, the framework she proposed is hypothetical and
does not consider conflicting scenarios; for example, where
users consider tracking of browsing important for personal-
ization, but also consider it to be privacy invasive [19].

Rader and Slaker [14] qualitatively investigated folk theo-
ries about data collected by activity trackers and found that
users conceptualized three types of data: entered by the user,
directly measured by the tracker, and calculated from other
data the tracker had collected. Users identified relationships
across data by visually watching simultaneous changes of
information in visualizations presented by the user interface.
These connections, as well as perceived inaccuracies, encour-
aged users to speculate about how the tracker produced the
data underlying the visualizations. The study revealed that
users did not consider the fact that the data were estimates or
inferences, which undermined their ability to speculate and
reason about other possible uses of the raw data outside the
context of activity tracking.

Weinshel et al. [19] investigated how transparency about on-
line tracking impacts users’ knowledge, perceptions, and atti-
tudes. They developed a browser extension that collected data
about users’ browsing behaviour, and displayed detailed longi-
tudinal and inference-level information back to the users. The
study found that participants were surprised by the amount
of tracking displayed, details of data collected by trackers,
and inferences made. By visualizing tracking, participants
identified a lot more new information than they already knew.

In a post-usage survey, the participants reported increased
understanding of tracking.

While none of these studies explicitly focused on provok-
ing privacy speculation, they did present evidence of it in
users’ reactions to deviations from their expectations around
technology. These studies provide a solid reference for the
way in which people categorize data types, and how they de-
velop mental models of how ubiquitous technology works.
Our analysis of the literature revealed four categories of re-
actions to visualizations of data collected, inferences made
from the data, and how the inferences were made.

1. Expected: Obvious output from a given service.

2. Unexpected, but not surprising: New or more infor-
mation in addition to expected output.

3. Surprising, but OK: Not expected, but considered not
privacy intrusive.

4. Surprising and shocking: Not expected and consid-
ered to be privacy intrusive.

Visualizations that were either Surprising, but OK or Sur-
prising and shocking appeared to provoke more and in-depth
speculations and led users to reconsider their privacy protec-
tive behaviours (e.g. see [19]). We use this work as a founda-
tion for exploring ways to provoke privacy speculation among
users of sensor-based technologies.

3 Approaches for Making Inferences
We argue that there are three broad approaches for making

inferences from raw data that designers must consider when
thinking about possible uses of data: combining data types for
a single user, comparing data across people, and integrating
different sources of data. We briefly discuss each of the three
below.

3.1 Combining data types within a user
Companies can infer things about a user by combining var-

ious data types from that user, creating dependencies between
data types. These are by far the most common inferences that
companies show to users of ubiquitous devices. For instance,
activity trackers make inferences about the amount of calories
burned [14].

3.2 Comparison across people
Data from various sensors and users can be compared to

produce inferences that rank or categorize users in relation to
others. One example of this in the financial industry is credit
scores.

3.3 Integration across sources
Data from disparate sources can be integrated to produce

new inferences [1], e.g. data about daily weather conditions
in a city can be combined and correlated with data about daily
car accidents in the city to make inferences about how weather
conditions affect road safety.



Figure 1: Provoking speculation

4 Provoking Privacy Speculation
To provoke speculation, designers must choose an approach

(from the three discussed above) from which they prefer to
make a provocative inference. Designers must also choose
a trigger for the intended speculation. From our analysis
of the empirical studies [2, 4, 8, 11, 14], we identified three
categories of triggers (aspects of raw data) which can be
varied in the chosen approach (i.e. within a user, across people,
or across data sources) to make inferences which provoke
privacy speculation: (1) time, (2) kinds and amount of data
collected, and (3) data management. As discussed earlier,
surprising, but OK and surprising and shocking inferences
spur more and indepth speculations. For the purposes of this
research, we define surprise as a reaction that may be followed
by an emotional response that occurs when one encounters an
event or piece of information that violates an existing belief,
formulated from previously obtained information, about the
relationship between elements of a system or the purpose of
such a relationship.

We discuss the three categories of triggers and how they
can be applied in the three approaches of making inferences
to provoke privacy speculation.

4.1 Time
Frequency of recording data: The frequency at which

data about a user is recorded plays an important role in their
perception of privacy risks [3,4,8] Evidence shows that when
a user of a tracker knows that a device records their location
(latitudes and longitudes) in real time, it makes them feel “too
watched” (and “too listened to” for voice-enabled devices) [8].
Showing users inferences of such data provokes thoughts and
discussions of how they would want the device to operate,
whether they wish to continue using the device, possible im-
plications or risks that can arise from using such data (e.g.
undermining one’s physical security) and how they can be
more in control of their data.

Within a user, provocative inferences can be made from
various combinations of recorded data that seem to be pri-
vacy invasive and/or surprising. For instance, continuously

recorded location data can be used to infer how many, when,
and to where a user made overnight trips away from home.
This can make some people uncomfortable, e.g. where some-
one has a “really controlling partner” [4].

Retention period of recorded data: Users develop per-
ceptions of how long their data is and should be kept based
on the service used [2, 8]. Creating inferences which depict
various aspects of longitudinal tracking can provoke specu-
lation, particularly because it will more likely lean towards
surveillance. For instance, longitudinal recording of location
data can be used to infer one’s home or place of work, which
provoked privacy concerns and discussions in [8].

In comparison across people, longitudinal data can be used
to make inferences that compare and rank users of a system
in relation to each other. Being ranked according to other as-
pects of their behavior is likely unexpected output and would
provoke thoughts about why such comparisons are done, how
they are done, what such comparisons are used for, and po-
tential benefits and risks.

4.2 Kinds and amount of data recorded
Users (and researchers) of ubiquitous technology dis-

cuss data privacy in various ways depending on context,
e.g. voice/audio, video, text [8] or location, acceleration,
steps [3, 4], or entered, measured, and calculated [14]. Some
data types are generally considered to be more intrusive than
others, e.g. “they simply found any audio recording to be
too intrusive because someone could determine if you were
with someone, or the number of people in a conversation, or
even the emotional tone” [11]. The context in which data is
recorded and inferences are made reflects the kinds of reac-
tions expected from users.

For instance, users of accelerometers and barometers found
the use of GPS-enabled devices to be privacy intrusive and
surveillance-related [4], while runners who want to have maps
of their running routes to plan future workouts are more will-
ing to allow collection of raw GPS data.

We argue that inferences made from recorded data (or data
pulled from other sources) that cannot be easily or directly
linked to visual output of a system can provoke speculation
around why and how a sensor-based tracker is able to do
this, and what other things it tracks about the user. Such
inferences can range from within a user to across data sources.
For instance, location and time data can be combined and
correlated with camera footage from other sources to infer a
location where someone was at a particular time, what s/he
looks like, clothes worn at the time, or the type of car s/he
drives. Informing a user about such inferences which are far
from a normal and expected service can be surprising and
likely provoke speculation [4].

4.3 Data management
Who has access to the data? Most companies generally

share information about users with third parties, without re-



Combining data within a user Comparisons across people Integration across sources
Frequency of
recording

Places that a user visited at various
times of a day, number of times that
the user visited each place

Speeding behaviour against others,
number of visits a user made to a
particular location against others

Name of and directions to a place
where a user currently is.

Retention period User has moved to a new home,
user’s work schedule

Time spent driving
weekly/monthly/annually against
others

User has kids if she visits any K-12
schools or day-cares.

Kinds and amount
of data

Number of smart devices a user has,
number of links clicked in email

Number of other Automatic users
who visited similar websites as a
user

User was near or at a crime scene
at a specific time.

Table 1: Example provocative inferences for Automatic

vealing who these are. However, users consider sharing their
data (confidential or not) without seeking their permission
to be misuse of recorded data [2]. They expect their service
providers to inform them about who wants access to their data,
and await their approval before sharing it. It is commonly
accepted knowledge that people have different perceptions
about various companies, and can choose to allow their data
to be shared with some, but not others. Revealing to users the
names of other companies that have access to raw or derived
data can provoke speculation because it violates their mental
models and expectations. For instance, in the example about
combining location and time data with camera footage, dis-
closing who has access to such kinds of information, e.g. the
police, can raise concerns about “being watched” [4]. Simi-
larly, users can find it surprising that their TV sends data to a
streaming service they did not subscribe to; just as their rice
cooker sends data to a software company [15].

Where is the data stored? In some sensor-based services
(e.g., activity tracking), people use devices for which inter-
action and/or feedback are provided via a mobile app. Some
users perceive and prefer their data (raw or derived) to be
stored on their mobile phone or on the tracker, and not on a re-
mote server [4]. Such considerations depend on the perceived
sensitivity of the data and the associated risk, e.g. requiring
that location data should not to be stored (indefinitely) on a
remote server, presumably for fears of an unauthorized user
accessing the data and knowing where someone is [4].

5 Case Study: Provoking Speculation
We apply the model discussed in the previous section

(see Figure 1) to generate a range of possible provocative
inferences that can be made from data that is collected by
the Automatic adapter (https://automatic.com/) . The
adapter is a sensor device which is plugged into a car and
tracks location and vehicle statistics (e.g. hard braking, ac-
celeration, speed, ignition status). The tracker has a mobile
and web interface where users can view their trip statistics
and status of their vehicle. In its privacy policy (https:
//automatic.com/legal), Automatic states that it can share
user data with third parties, but can also aggregate multiple
datasets to make further inferences.

We make inferences about an individual, across users of
Automatic, and from integrating the data from Automatic with
data from other freely available data sources. We consider,
among others, Automatic’s ability to collect different data
types at various frequencies and the platform’s ability to retain
data over a long period.

We aim for surprising inferences (i.e. which deviate more
from Automatic’s services) in order to provoke speculation.
Table 1 shows examples of the inferences. We describe how
we applied the model to generate two inferences from the
table.

User has moved to a new home: longitudinal data (retention
period) from Automatic can be used to infer a user’s home
by correlating a location where a trip routinely starts and
ends with time, morning/evening (data within a user). If a
user relocates, such patterns would be reflected in the data.
Informing the user about where s/he had lived, when she
moved, and where she is living can be associated with “being
too watched” and can provoke speculation about how much
the application knows about the user.

User was near or at a crime scene at a particular time:
crime APIs, e.g. CrimeOmeter, provide detailed, near real-
time crime data for various locations. Using a user’s location
coordinates from Automatic’s adapter, we can query the crime
API to retrieve data about when and where the user was close
to a crime scene, including details of the crime (integration
across sources). This can instill fear in the user and provoke
speculation about how and why Automatic knows this.

The model discussed above aims to guide work to help
users of ubiquitous technology make informed privacy deci-
sions. This is a step forward in finding solutions to “users’
inability to see a technology [which] makes it difficult for
them to understand how it might affect their privacy” [1].
This will help in exploring issues around completeness and
comprehensiveness of privacy policies and finding better ways
to allow users have more control over their data and be able
to negotiate allowable use of the data.

Building on this model, our future work will investigate
ways to represent and measure uses of derived data so that
users can monitor the resource, coordinate about uses of de-
rived data, and maintain accountability.
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